TAGREP O24-66 RPT TAGREP O24-66
AT 1956Z ON 341A8 THE QUANG NGAI PROV UNIT WHILE IN
COMMUNICATION WITH HQS MILITARY REGION FIVE, INDICATED
THROUGH THE USE OF A PROCEDURE SIGNAL THAT IT WAS IN
A DIFFICULT SITUATION: BOMBARDMENT. THIS UNIT WAS LAST
LOCATED ON 02 JAN AT BS 485 685 (BRAVO SIERRA FOUR EIGHT
THREE SIX EIGHT FIVE)
TACREP 045-68 RPT TACREP 045-68
SECRET CAVIN
UNUSUAL HIGH MSG VOL ON HQS MR5 MFUC COMMUNICATIONS NET
DURING COMMUNICATIONS WITH HQS MR 5 FORWARD TACTICAL
ELEMENT BINH DINH PROVINCE. HQS MR 5 MFUC PASSED A TOTAL
OF TWENTY-ONE (21) MSGS TO HQS MR 5 FORWARD TACTICAL
ELEMENT. MSG VOL FROM HQS MR 5 MFUC TO HQS MR 5 FORWARD
TACTICAL ELEMENT RARELY EXCEEDS FIVE (5) MSGS ON AN
AVERAGE DAY. AT 0551Z, HQS MR 5 FORWARD TACTICAL ELEMENT
BINH DINH PROVINCE WHILE IN COMMUNICATIONS WITH HQS MR 5
MFUC INDICATED THROUGH THE USE OF A PROCEDURE SIGNAL THAT
THIS TERMINAL IS IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION; UNDER ATTACK.
AT 0556Z, HQS MR 5 FORWARD TACTICAL ELEMENT BINH DINH
PROVINCE INDICATED THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS
THAT FROM 15FEB TO 17FEB THAT THIS TERMINAL WAS IN A
DIFFICULT SITUATION AND WAS ON THE MOVE. THIS TERMINAL
WAS LAST LOCATED AT CHARLIE ROMEO ZERO ONE ZERO FIVE THREE SIX
(CR 010 536) ON 17FEB
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